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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

Subject: Evaluation Traineeship Ms PESHEVA

Ms Pesheva served a period of 3 months in-service training with the European Commission, Directorate General Competition start from 10th May 2004.

During her training she participated in the following activities: case handling (analysis of complaints; discussions; drafting requests for complementary information; analysis of information submitted; drafting notes to files; legal research; minutes of working meetings); horizontal activities (preparation of an overview of the state of play of the broadcasting cases; preparation of a summary table of broadcasting state aid cases; research on the legal aspects of the Existing aid and Interim mechanisms and identification of applicable procedural provisions) and working meetings, trainings and seminars.

Ms Pesheva has made an excellent contribution to the work of the DG Competition, Unit H-3 during her traineeship, providing both specific knowledge of Community law and competition law in particular, as well as good administrative ability from her civil service experience in Bulgaria.

Ms Pesheva has very good analytical skills and precision in carrying out the task assigned. The work of Ms Pesheva on concrete state aid cases has been especially valuable as she has demonstrated an ability to quickly grasp detail and to identify the key elements. In particular I can mention the work done on preparation of an overview of the state of play of the broadcasting state aid cases within the DG Competition, which has proved to be very useful for the unit. Her enthusiasm and eagerness for work integrated her very quickly in the working team.

I would underline the extremely positive contribution that Ms Pesheva brought to the Unit during her traineeship, both professionally and personally. I am pleased that, at the same time, she was able to obtain additional knowledge and experience from colleagues in DG Competition.

I wish Ms Pesheva all the best with her future career.

Stefaan DEYPYPERE
Head of Unit